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1. Introduction

Consider an operator L on C[0, τ], where C[0, τ]={φ|φ: [0, τ]->Rπ, con-
tinuous} with norm || ||. Suppose that x is a solution of the equation L(x) = h9

subject to the initial condition x(0)=α. Then a problem in approximation
theory is whether there are hyperpolynomials 5* e 77* (77* is the set of all hyper-
polynomials S* of degree less than or equal to n, which satisfy the condition
S*(0)=α,[5]) such that ||L(x)-L(S*)|| = inf ||L(x)-L(S) ||, n = l, 2,... and

SeΠ*n

lim S*=x, uniformly on [0, τ].
n-»oo

The above problem has been studied in the following cases:

i) L(x) Ξ χ' + B(ί, x), INI = || | |p (Vnorm), 1 ̂  p ^ oo. ([1], [3], [4].)

ii) L(x) » x' + B(ί,x) + ̂ F(ί,s,x(S))ds, 11-11 = INI,, 1 < P ̂  oo. ([5].)

The purpose of this paper is to study the same problem when L is an operator,
which gives a hereditary system [2] and || || = || ||p, l^jp^oo. The results here
generalize those of [1], [3], [4], [5] not only for the case of the ly-norm, 1<
p^ oo but also for the Li-norm.

2. Preliminaries

Let I be an interval of R9 A^R be compact with max,4=0, OL:IXA-+R

be a continuous function, nondecreasing with respect to the second variable and
α(ί,0) = ί, tel. If x:a(I9A)-*Rn is continuous and CG4) = {/|/: ^4->JRΠ, con-
tinuous}, we define an operator Qtx: I-+C(A) by the relation

(ax)(0)=x(a(i,0)), tel, θeA.

An hereditary differential system is a relation of the form

(χ-g(t,Qtχ))'=f(t,Qtχ)

where/, g: Ix C(/l)-*#'1 are continuous.

Suppose U^C(A) is open. We say that a continuous function g: U-*Rn
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is nonatomic at zero if for every (t, φ)e U there exist so = so(t, φ), μo=μo(t, φ),

continuous, p{t9 φ, μ9 s) nondecreasing in μ, s and continuous such that

p(t9 φ, μ9 s) < 1, \g(t, φ)-g(t9 φ)\ ̂  p(t, φ9 μ9 s)\\ψ- 0 | L

for every (t, ψ)eU,ψeM,se [0, s0], μ e [0, μ0], where

M = {ψeC(Λ):(t,φ)eU,\\φ-φ\\o0^μ9φ(θ)=φ(Θ)9θeA n (~cx),-5]}.

Also the function g is said to be of type Tif

i) g is uniformly continuous on closed and bounded sets,

ii) g is nonatomic at zero, and

iii) when lim Sn=x, uniformly on a closed interval J, then lim g'(t, QtSn) =
n-*ao w->oo

g'(t, Qtx), uniformly on J.

In what follows we consider the system

(1) L(x) = (x - g(t9 Qtx))> +/(ί, Qtx) = h{t\ t e [0, τ ] ,

subject to the initial condition

(2)
where g: [0, τ] x C(A)-*Rn is of type T9 f: [0, τ] x C(A)->Rn is uniformly con-

tinuous on closed and bounded sets and h: [0, τ]-># π is continuous. By || | |p,

l ^ p ^ o o , we denote the Lp-norm and by Πn9 n = l, 2,..., the set of all functions

defined on A[) [0, τ], which coincide with φ on A and a certain S* e 77* on [0, τ] .

3. Main results

THEOREM. Let x(t)9 te[09 τ] be a unique solution of the system ((1), (2)).

Then there exist an integer n0 and SneΠn such that

\\L(x)-L(Sn)\\P = inf | |L(x)-L(S)| | p, n ^ nθ9 1 ̂  p ^ oo,
SeΠn

and lim | | x-SJ | o o =0.
n-*ao

The proof of this theorem requires the following lemmas.

LEMMA 1. Consider the systems

(Hn) (x-g(t,Qtx))'+f(t,Qtx)+fn(t)=09 ίe[0,τ],

Φ, φeC(A)
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n=0, I,..., wherefn: [0,τ]^Rn are continuous and/0=0. Suppose that lim\\fn\\p
n-*ao

=0 and xo(0> * e [0> τ l ι s a unique solution of(H0). Then there exist an integer
n0 and solutions xn(t), t e[0, τ], of (Hn), n^.nθ9 such that lim ||xn — Xolloo=0

W-+O0

The proof of this lemma is exactly analogous to that of Theorem 5.1 in [2],

LEMMA 2. Let μPtn=inf \\L(x)-L(S)\\p9 w = l, 2,..., l^jp^oo. Then]imμPtn
SeΠn n-*ao

=0.

PROOF. According to Lemma 2 in [5] there exist S* eI7*, n = l, 2,..., such
that lim | |S*-x 11^=0 and lim | |S*'-JC'|IOO=0. Hence

n-*ao n-*oo

^ , n = inf ||L(x)-L(S)|L
SeJT

Since # is of type T and / uniformly continuous on closed and bounded sets,
we conclude lim μoo,n=0 and consequently lim μp>n=0, l ^ p ^ o o .

n > o o n+ao

LEMMA 3. Suppose that x(t)9 ίe[0, τ], is a unique solution of ((1),(2))
and SneΠn,n = l,2,..., which satisfy lim ||L(x)-L(5π)||p=0. Then lim ||JC —

PROOF. If we put wn(t)=x(t)-Sa(t) and kn(t)=L(x(t))-L(Sa(t)l ίε[0,τ],
then

= <«) - g'(t, ft*)+θV, Q,{x - wB)) +/(ί, ax) -/(f, Qt(x - wn)).

Therefore, the functions wn are solutions of

(w-g(t, Qtx)+g(t, Qt(x- w)))' +f(t, Q,x)-/(ί, Q,(x- w))- lφ) = 0,

where k0 =0.
Since lim ||fcJp=0 and zero is the only solution of (Wo), by Lemma 1, we

get lim ||wB |L=0.
n-*co

LEMMA 4. Ifx(t\ ίe[0,τ], is a solution of ((1),(2)) and min \\L(x)-
SeΠk

L(S)\\p does not exist, then there exist SkneΠk, n = l, 2,..., such that lim ||L(x) —

L(Sktn)\\P=0 and ||SM | |00>fc, n = l,2,....
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PROOF. There exist SkneΠk9 n = l, 2,..., which satisfy

p > f c =inf | |L(x)-L(S)| | p = lim ||L(x)
Sεi7 «*oo

The sequence SΛlI, n = l, 2,..., is unbounded with respect to || ||«, since, in

contrary, we have that Sktn9 n = l, 2,..., is bounded, SkneΠk9 n = l, 2,..., 77*

is finite dimensional and consequently there exists a subsequence 5r

Jkfcn, n = l, 2,...

such that lim Sktkn=SkeΠk9 lim S'ktkn=xf

9 uniformly. Thus μPtk=lim\\L(x)-

n)\\p = \\L(x)-L(Sk)\\p9 which is a contradiction.

PROOF OF THEOREM. If the first result of the theorem does not hold, then

there exists an increasing sequence λn of integers such that min \\L(x) — L(S)\\D

seπλn

do not exist. Thus, by Lemma 4, for every λn there exist SλneΠλn9 n = l, 2,...,

which satisfy the relations

(3) \\L(x)-L(Sλn)\\P^μP>λn + 4-

(4) \\Sλn\\ao>λn9 n = l , 2 , . . . .

From (3), Lemma 2 and Lemma 3 we get lim ||x — Sλn\\ ̂  =0, which is a contradic-
n-*ao

tion to (4).

Now, the second result of the theorem is obvious.

The above theorem leads to the following corollary.

COROLLARY. Suppose x(t)9 ί e [ 0 , τ] , is a unique solution of the system

L ( X ) = X' + B(t9 x)+[t F(t9 s, x(s))ds = h(t)9 t e [0, τ ] ,
Jo

x(0) = φ(O), φeC{A)

where B: [0, τ] xRn->R", F: [0, τ] x [0, τ] x Rn-*R" and h: [0, τ]->£" are con-

tinuous. Then there exist S* e Π* and an integer n0 such that

| |L(*)-L(S ) | | , = inf \\L(x)-L(S)\\p, n^n0, l^p^oo,

and lim ||x-S*|L=0.
π-»oo

PROOF. By considering in the theorem A = [ - 1 , 0 ] , / = [0, τ], α(ί, θ) = ί(l + 0),

tel9 θeA9g=0 and/(ί,0)=B(ί,0(O)) + ^ F ( ί , Kl + X̂ 0 ( β ) W ( ί , Φ ) e / x C ( i ) ,

it follows that g is of type T and / i s uniformly continuous on closed and bounded

sets. Thus the corollary is an immediate consequence of the theorem.
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REMARK. The above corollary is the main result of [5] for l < p ^ o o and
moreover extends it for the Z^-norm.
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